Subject: FREE PLATINUM - If you knew there was a Chroms' "desease" [sic] walk, would you participate?

Carina, I am going to do something that I never do which is to take someone off my email list without first putting them on the “$ hit list” [sic], and please don’t ask me to explain why I am making this one exception because I have no explanation other than I just feel right now like trying something different even though I know from experience it is highly unlikely I will be able to bring out the best in you; that once co-opted-corrupted one is always corrupt, always able to justify one’s poor choices.

Not to mention that apart from our genes; i.e. our parents, grandparents and so forth, we have choice in everything else including throwing oneself into a fast moving train were you to conclude that you have nothing positive to contribute to the betterment of humankind that is not in the least bit good to the environment, apart from taking up space which really isn’t anything worth “writing home about”, agree?

Let me explain a little clearer for others “listening in” who may make the poor choice of taking “comfort” from my appearing to be “gracious in victory”; and graciousness you would know, all ill-bred humans consider “weakness” and weakness first begins when one makes the conscious choice of being lazy that feeds upon itself and more often than not shows up both in the stomach and backside.

I consider my time, even in explaining all this which will undoubtedly increase the circle of those dependent upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day, no more nor no less valuable than that of a gnat or for that matter each and every one already on the “$ hit list” [sic] as well as those approximately 7 billion odd human beings yet to be placed on this one of kind FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES list given how I know, versus believe, that our Superior Being is more than capable of using the minds of all those who seek and attract negative attention to serve as a “light bulb” for the rest and why going forward from this very moment you should pay attention even to a snail when you chew on it and feel its heart once beating; and the same of course with one’s pets who will tell you if only you took the time out to pay attention exactly who to avoid like the plague.

Bear in mind, not only do you not know God/G-d, there is no way possible you can even begin to believe in our Superior Being, given how I am convinced, and please allow me to prove it, that you are not mentally capable of figuring this out on your own, given how again, I am quite certain that our Maker is simply using the perfect vacuum of space between your ears to provide this “light bulb” effect.
Fear not that you are all alone given how I also know for a fact that Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an alumni of MIT and Cornell University is in the exact same position as you. Please email him now to confirm my “findings”.

Have you ever thought, other than right now, how much more beautiful this world would be without human beings?

Have you ever thought how perfect human beings like my French-Canadian wife would have more of the most perfect smile on her face if she only had to look out our two oversized windows looking pretty much due west as far as the eye can see, and only gets to see the most perfect male and female bodies, and when she doesn’t, she just has to go to the trouble of just raising her head ever so slightly to miss the self-indulgent “al-to-get-her” [sic].

Obviously Marie Dion Gevisser is not with me right now as she is teaching her weekly art class. Feel free to commiserate with her by emailing her mdg0013@yahoo.com and please don’t encourage her to start her own blog which surely you would agree wouldn’t outperform mine? Remember to also give her several email addresses of the world’s top divorce lawyers as well as their best clients email addresses to serve as references.

I wanted to take a photo of MDG as she got on her red Piaggio scooter this morning but she would have no part of it and told me in no uncertain terms that I have enough photos of her up on the internet that she doesn’t care for.

Again, don’t hesitate to vent all your frustrations in life with MDG including why you think you are so less intelligent than her; not even able to come close to coming up with her so ingenious expressions that you simply cannot get out of your mind!

Don’t you just like the diamond one?

What about the humans being too lazy?

Do you think it would bother MDG much if her life were to terminate today, the same with me?

Do you think even if you don’t believe in a higher authority such as G-d/God that G-d hadn’t figured this all out when designing this perfectly in balance cosmos that Einstein was the first to explain in mathematical terms, E=mc²; no matter how one looked at it, Special-General Relativity was and remains not only perfectly in balance but explains in addition to as Einstein put it, “The Mind of God” as well as both “The hand of God” as well as Evolution, putting to rest all the contrived controversy between “Evolutionists” and “Creationists” none of whom by simply a matter of logical thought processing come close to “believing in God” since they don’t have the mental capacity to do so and if they did then they would look at their pocket book and decide to “play ostrich” forgetting very quickly that our Superior Being is first and foremost smart and second, extraordinarily vengeful towards those who “play ostrich” just to line their pockets with money.
Even the biggest imbeciles amongst us would agree that $2 \text{ cmE}$ in reverse is also the most balanced equation known to man that also describes that all energy including “lost farts” such as The IT and Co. is shared and why of course airborne particles of feces always smell foul.

And you know without me having to always spell it out that at the very top of the imbecile list are both Jewish South Africans and Jewish north Americans including Canadians as well as all those Gentiles who can trace their Jewish heritage back to the Lord Jesus Christ, the greatest Jewish person that has ever lived, died and most likely got buried according to orthodox Jewish customs and most of all would be very pissed off with the Roman Catholic priesthood who mimic perfectly the corrupt Jewish priesthood which is all that JC took issue with for kowtowing to the Romans when not accepting bribes from corrupt Jewish business people.

Of course the exceptions can be found in no more than two handfuls, and if you want that list please contact Dr. Syd Cohen MD, the former Commander of Israel’s Squadron 101 and if his list is greater than 10 but less than 12, I will not argue with Israel’s greatest man still very much alive.

Notice how you are ever so slightly distracted not just with that “Lord” business-personal, but not to the point of hitting the delete button.

Hit delete.

Of course you won’t, not only because it most likely won’t result in this email being deleted immediately from your screen but because you continue to be fascinated in the direction I am going even though you don’t have a clue where that is.

You also know that being taken off my email list doesn’t prevent you from just going to just3ants.com.

Please take a look at an advance look of the new look of just3ants.com, knowing that it is possible both Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad and the entire top echelon of the US Justice Department only got to see it a few minutes ago.

http://www.just3ants.com/dev/index.php

What do you think?

When last did you hear John Lennon either writing and/or singing a song protesting the United States of America’s government supporting the highly racist and anti-Semitic South African Apartheid Regime kept in power for some 45 odd years courtesy of the CIA and Co. who saw no problem in spearheading that most macabre biological weapons programme first used on Black men opposed to the Apartheid Regime that both Nelson Mandela and his handpicked successor Thabo Mbeki decided to keep “under lock and key”?
When last did you read Nelson Mandela’s 11,700 word, “I am Prepared to Die” speech given from the dock of the South African Supreme Court in Pretoria on April 20th, 1964 where the first thing you would have noticed besides for it looking like a slave asking for a slave wage increase, this future first Black President of South Africa paid homage to both the American and British judicial system all the while not mentioning a word about the greatest benefactor from the heinous, so inhumane Apartheid Laws all about enslaving the Black peoples of South Africa to provide cheap labor for the mines, were De Beers and Co.?

When last did you think about the importance of De Beers’ President John F. Kennedy’s handpicked successor Lyndon Johnson commanding the captain of the nuclear powered aircraft carrier Enterprise to visit South Africa in mid-1964 during the height of the smokescreen Vietnam War and pay homage to the two co-heads of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel; namely American Charles Engelhard who was 47 years of age at the time and Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer who was 56?

When last did you think of asking for the inventory of gold, diamonds, platinum and uranium not only then shipped out South Africa wherever the CIA directed?

When do you think your mind will have you reminded “u” [sic] that this mafia of mafia not only controlled more than 85% of the total capitalization of the Johannesburg stock exchange but beginning at the turn of the last century when De Beers won the American financed Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902, this monopolist of monopolists has owned the entire world’s drilling industry making the likes of the OPEC not only irrelevant but all those thinking a bunch of Arabs were in charge of setting the world’s oil price, such as yourself and those who keep your company, look extraordinarily foolish?

Of course you understand perfectly well that this “gun-money-power” of De Beers and Co. that includes J.P. Morgan-Chase-US Federal Reserve extends to folks like the drug cartels of Mexico, Bolivia etc etc.

You wouldn’t therefore be surprised to know how very easy it would be to shut down each and every illegal drug operation in the world but then the first thing “you” [sic] mind would think to ask you is what would Prince William and Harry do in order to make a living?

As you know one of the British Royal Family’s princes is out right now stopping drug traffickers on the high seas without you ever giving a thought until I instruct your mind to remind you of the knowledge you once had that ever since American and British forces went into Afghanistan in search of Bin Laden who features rather prominently in the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report, opium production has gone from zero during the Taliban regime to where today Afghanistan produces well in excess of 60% of the world’s demand of opium with 90% being consumed by US Americans after of course the British and American forces including the out-of-control CIA get their “cut”.
You would also know if you were halfway conscious that Aristotle Onassis, one of my Royal Mater-Mother’s illustrious clients started and ended his career shipping drugs.

You are aware because I told you earlier that there is a high probability that the Mossad, the most wired and lethal organization in the world who don’t need President Bush’s approval before wiretapping both a landline and cell phone, have already read everything in this heavily broadcasted communiqué including that which you have yet to read.

Have you ever thought apart from right now why it is that “outsiders” just love to party with the dumbest of the dumb Jewish South Africans in particular who put on quite a show when showing off all their ill-gotten wealth, and come away resenting the hell out of the lot of you, but of course they come back for more including those on the payroll of the Mossad.

How much longer do you really think Jewish South Africans like the Essakows are going to be putting on their big parties?

Whose house is everyone going to after Shaun Tomson’s book signing this evening?

Should I just show up or first visit the Essakows and Mr. "Schcat’s" [sic] Flower Hill Mall where the book signing is taking place and begin by asking Shaun given how I knew he once had the most incredible brain why all his tips are so very “superfishal” [sic]?

Our first batch of THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH t-shirts along with MDG’s Pope-Fish “superfishal” [sic] design are ready for pickup.

I am thinking of auctioning them off to the highest bidder on just3ants.com.

What do you think?

Would you remember to let me know when SAJAC is next putting on a big party even if the next venue is Timbuktu, West Africa, and if you could, and its not too much bother, try and get me the list of all SAJAC San Diego’s 400+ members who I assume are all paid up.

Have you noticed that Dr. Laura has yet to comment on the air about your brother Garry and Dee Summers sexual relationship, and when she does would you also let me know.


Are you also considering placing as we are on your front door the “sign in sheet” and those who refuse to explain on camera why?
Tell me, is there something about my looks that tells you I am stupid?

Do you think it is possible given the over the top genius of my mother Zena and the well above average genius intellect of my father that I would end up being the dumbest in my high school class at Carmel College, Durban, South Africa when the only thing I can recall my mother ever reminding me when I excelled in a test, “The tallest trees attract the most wind!”?

Do you think that when I meet with our Maker once again in total peace and solitude He-She will reprimand me for my mother writing all my fiction English essays?

Don’t you just still get a kick out of listening to Zena’s record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN only available to the public on just3ants.com?

Do you notice more than ever before going out to check that your slip isn’t showing?

Can you imagine Zena’s father, Al Ash, a cash multi-millionaire allowing his only child when still age 19 to begin traveling to Israel from the earliest days of 1949 when not only was Israel’s most brutal War of Independence still raging but to do so would incur the wrath of the American and British governments who had placed the most beyond belief disgusting embargo on the fledging Jewish state.

Have you ever wondered apart from right this instant why it is that someone like orthodox Jewish Senator Lieberman has never apologized publicly to the State of Israel for this most obscene act by two governments but in particular the United States Government who purported to be a friend of the Jewish State and who looked like they were in support of the United Nations granting statehood to the Jewish people right before the onslaught of Israel’s first most brutal war of survival that had the United States Government taking the lead role in not only arming Israel’s enemies but providing them with all their necessary intelligence to destroy the entire State of Israel within a matter of hours following David Ben Gurion on May 14th, 1948 giving the name Israel to the newly formed Jewish State?

Are you not ashamed of anyone beginning with the Essakows who were manning the phones on election day November 2000 imploring every Jewish South African they knew to vote for the Lieberman-Gore Presidential ticket using the argument, “We need a Jew in the White House”?

I was accused very recently by a virulently anti-Semitic Gentile of being “A Jew hating Jew” which of course when knowing who it comes from I wear such “labeling” most proudly.

For good reason I consider most of the Jewish people I know living outside of the State of Israel not only highly anti-Semitic but equally revolting the dumbest of the
dumb asses beginning with all those who would vote for anyone in the same party as Lieberman and the Kennedy or any relation of theirs including “Heil Hitler” Arnold.

You are what you eat and who you keep company with.

What is your body fat percentage both before and after you gave thought to how US Americans thought we were making out when told that beginning in the mid-1970s every single new motor vehicle produced for the United States market was not only going to contain a catalytic converter to reduce fossil fuel pollutants in the atmosphere but each of us each time we purchased such a vehicle were going to get for free a piece of platinum courtesy of the estate of American Charles W. Engelhard who just prior to his assassination by the Mossad at age 54 named my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser executor of his worldwide estate that included control of the world supply of platinum.

Now to help rest your mind, but only for a moment, because I now want you to think very carefully about what Senator John McCain has to say about his father, an Admiral in the US Navy sending the USS Liberty into “harm’s way” on June 8th, 1967, some two days in to the most brutal June 1967 Six Day War when you recall immediately thereafter my Royal-Mater-Mother was the first “civilian” allowed by her close friend Boris Senior and Co. to enter the captured territories of the Sinai.

Of course you cannot recall anything because Senator John McCain is deafeningly silent on this very important subject.

You would know without being privy to Israel’s military plans for this very carefully thought through military operation that of course didn’t end on the 6th day just because you also know G-d rested on the 7th, that Israel hadn’t only routed all the Arab armies including those belonging to Egypt, Israel’s strongest adversary, but the brutal Israel Air Force had decimated all the Air Forces of all its warring neighbors by first taking out in the very first hours all their runways; not to mention those responsible for securing Fighter-bomber-planes to spearhead such an attack never risked using a single American made fighter plane.

You would also know that immediately upon the American 6th Fleet some 500 miles away finding out about the brutal, “unprovoked” attack on the totally defenseless USS Liberty, the Admiral of the fleet placed in the air American fighter aircraft carrying nuclear weapons with clear instructions that upon finding out which nation was responsible for such an attack to nuke them back to the Stone Age.

Conventional wisdom at the time had Egypt responsible but upon closer examination of the facts because I just earlier reminded you, Egypt didn’t have an Air Force to “speak of” and even if it turned out that some Egyptian pilot flying the Wright brothers' discarded airplanes that never made it off the ground, to nuke Cairo when the war was already pretty much over would seem to any logical thinker; i.e. someone even like you with the least amount of common sense to be a little “over kill”, wouldn’t you agree?
So now you understand very clearly that the target of the planned nuclear attack, FROM THE VERY START, was the State of Israel.

You would also know that it didn’t take very long for the United States Government to get the message, CLEAR, SHORT and LOUD AND CLEAR, don’t FUCK WITH THE JEWS!

I am rather hungry right now but I think when looking out right now at the so inviting surf that I will first go for a swim.

BTW, I just can’t wait for my left baby finger to fully heal so that I can take out my awesome www.footsak.com wave ski.

Isn’t life just great!

Again, when else in the history of the world would you want to be alive, fit and well apart from when there were no humans which was when there were also no cappuccino machines, nor were their these most exotic and sexy fabrics that can be sewn into garments and worn by the world’s most beautiful people. who by the way, are not all superficial!!

[Word count 3511]
On the same subject, when Mary and I were on our 24 day fact finding mission to China in the summer of 2006 we went to a live show and sat at a table alongside two graduate Chinese students who were hosting a visiting Professor from Saudi Arabia from a Saudi university specifically established for “intelligence training”, neither the Professor nor the two students who spoke perfect English hiding the Professor’s “specialty”, but when the one student after I spent no more than 15 seconds describing Edward Jay Epstein’s The Diamond Invention summarized such a fascinating non-fiction book, “You mean to say that De Beers are the allocator of the world’s resources!” the Professor not only went “deafeningly silent” but was visibly upset, while the two students continued interacting with Marie and me as if we were all “long lost friends”.

Not to mention not many if any of my immediate family including my mother Zena has spent a day in the mainland of China and therefore would not have firsthand knowledge of the extraordinary disproportionate number of Israeli tourists to China over the past two to three decades.

To mention little of so very few westerners relatively speaking have either.

To mention in passing how westerners still do a lot of talking even though I have mentioned that those who know don’t talk unless they have something important to say and so far do you know of anyone whether or not they have a website who has been so very trusted to “broadcast” that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report!

My eldest brother Neil whose last words to you, I believe, were, “no more emails” is not alone in wondering why with my mother having so much “emotion” about “saving Jewish lives” so inextricably tied in with the survival of the State of Israel what was she thinking when having such a lavish, so very high profile wedding on October, 10th, 1948 to my Jewish South African fighter-bomber-pilot so conspicuously absent from Israel’s War of Independence, so much monies spent on the most spectacular wedding dress that you simply cannot forget the least of what now surely looks out of place assuming of course you have got over the shock of the Holocaust that is not so shocking as finding out how shockingly Jewish people in general have behaved following the knowledge of the Holocaust that was not lost for a moment on Jewish people who are not hypocrites such as both of my two very quiet grandfathers who only spoke apart from with each other when they wanted something broadcast.
You know the instant you tell anyone a secret it is no longer a secret.

The not so secret Israeli Intelligence report will continue to be the subject of my ongoing communication with President George W. Bush who also has yet to comment on the silence of Senators John McCain and Hilary Clinton to the public information about Senator Obama’s close ties to Mr. Rezko who has mafia kingpin Fred DeLuca to thank for his “kick start”.

The fact that everyone aware of the book The Diamond Invention chooses to find every excuse under the sun; one example, I hurt my knee trying to paraglide, not to focus on De Beers closing the only diamond mine in the US which happened to be in the State of Arkansas that houses the Rose Law firm where Senator Hilary Clinton worked as well as Mr. Hubble who was the Attorney General of the United States responsible for squashing a Congressional investigation of Fred DeLuca’s Subway franchise operation of some 15,000 sandwich shops considered by the lead Congressional investigator at the time as well as Fortune Magazine [See March 16th 1998 edition] The Biggest Problem in Franchising, cannot be blamed on me writing this long sentence.

When Keren over at the Office for the Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC wrote me an email asking that I provide a “CLEAR, SHORT sentence”, she was not alone in knowing how very CLEAR and SHORT was that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report, and better yet, it was not only Keren and me who knew that immediately following both IMI and the Mossad would go deafeningly silent.

IMI and the Mossad are not alone in understanding perfectly well why the US Congress and the totally nonsense US media don’t comment on as well the Mossad giving both the CIA and FBI a full month’s “Heads up” prior to 911.

Time for dinner.

Cheers,

Gary

http://www.mltranslations.org/SouthAfrica/SAPamphl.htm

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: If you knew there was a "Chrons' disease" [sic] walk, would you participate?

For the purpose of exercising, yes.

For the sake of time allocation, no.
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Saturday, May 31, 2008 7:33 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Subject: If you knew there was a “Chrons' desease” [sic] walk, would you participate?

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gary@just3ants.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 31, 2008 4:59 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Cc: Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University
Subject: RE: A good time for peace- Out of ... INTELLIGENT - Part X - CLEAR, SHORT sentence - To Be

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trade

Ps – Marie + I just got back to cliff house after a rather fast motorcycle ride on the Ducati ST4S – why we rest for 15 minutes before going on a walk to Torrey Pines tell me if any of your “wows” or “not wows” have changed once comparing the data in the above hyperlink to the one you gave below. Mark any changes in the color red.

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 31, 2008 12:26 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: RE: A good time for peace - Out of ... INTELLIGENT - Part X - CLEAR, SHORT sentence - To Be

The largest exporter is the United States
http://www.oftwominds.com/blogs/exporters.html

Only selfish, future shellfish, idiots would have got caught up in all this “fund raising” for Israel when people like David Ben Gurion and Field Marshall Jan Smuts knew that Hitler didn’t need money when he was getting all the industrial diamonds he needed to not only build up one most extraordinary military machine that had the De Beers Allies “playing catch up” but to build those Concentration Camps that very smart David Ben Gurion and Co. made it their business not to dynamite, not even blow up a handful of token railway lines and thus compromise the main “battle plan” Ben Gurion and Co. planned to implement once World Oil War II came to an end and the real battle was set to begin and which included not only the total destruction of the State of Israel but taking “command and control” of South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources including uranium. “wow”

What do you think of the deep underground Jewish Underground who help keep the Mossad, the least De Beers infiltrated of the world’s intelligence services honest, promoting a former “lawyer” of the Mossad to become the next head of the Mossad whose most senior members as well as Israeli Military Intelligence, kept very honest by the Mossad’s Kidon assassination unit, haven’t forgotten what exactly
happened in US-Israel “relations” that has so many nincompoop Jewish people in particular around the world thinking the US-British Government is a “friend” of the fledging State of Israel who doesn’t need to pay for either its own intelligence or weapons systems of the United States which is then shared with Israel’s enemies; namely the corrupt US Government and Co. who do not represent the many great peoples of the United States of America, let alone the US’ many nation victims throughout the rest of the world just only now waking up to how very easy, thanks to yours truly and Co., it is to follow the “money trail”. “not wow”

Have you read Zena’s, The Winking Cat that contains a “fictional” story about a “terrorist plot” involving the running of the July Handicap, the biggest horse race of the year in Durban, Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa? “wow”

You think for one minute the State of Israel needed a single penny in profit coming out of The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies in order that Israel receive both its weapon systems, or how about the profit from “under and over invoicing” kept by Abe Dubin in Swiss numbered bank accounts, portions of which were donated to members of both the Irgun and Haganah Jewish Underground movements when trying to break the very tight American led arms embargo both prior to and during Israel most brutal War of Independence? “wow”

Explain to her that even you, not the brightest Lily White Wheating Eating Jewish South African can understand how very brainwashed you are into believing that it is not “fitting and proper” to hang one’s family’s “dirty laundry” for all to see while the De Beers’ Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters not only have all the goods on each one of us simply by finding one within our “inner circle” like our mutual very close buddy Derrick Beare who while much more “closed mouthed” than any of the rest of you would have on occasion after running in to one of these Black Hatters whether at an airport or simply in the lobby of an expensive hotel that he and his uncle Jonathan “Trouble Bubble” Beare would be entering, although most of the time the Black Hatters time it so their “target” is in a hurry, thinking that the Black Hatter is simply wanting money and never paying attention when dropping or pinning a miniature wireless microphone or something less complicated like a miniature recorder that picks up Derrick simple saying, “Yes, my uncle is fine”. “wow”

Besides for right now, did you ever think it strange that devout Christian Field Marshall Jan Smuts, second-in-command to Churchill during World Oil War II, and the only signatory to the peace treaties of WOW I and II, would be defeated in the South African General Election some 12 days following the official start of Israel’s most brutal War of Independence on May 14th, 1948; moreover, to be defeated by a government at least as equally evil as the 3rd Reich; moreover such a United States of America’s regime began immediately to institutionalize the heinous Apartheid Laws, that decided not only on the color of one’s skin whether one would be a slave or master but the puffiness of one’s hair; moreover, that the United States Government provided military weapons to such a regime; moreover, you will recall the most advanced United States weaponry used during the South African Angolan War of the mid 1970s, thanks to the CIA who also advanced greatly the
Apartheid Regimes most macabre biological weapons program so closely resembling the “medical experiments” conducted by the United States Government’s 3rd Reich’s Regime? “not wow”

For all I know Henry Strous whose mother, your aunt was killed and eaten by a lion in game reserve in Natal-Kwazulu South Africa could today be the Managing Director of South African Clothing Industries a rather large public corporation that my step-father Alan Zulman founded along with his best buddy Abe Dubin who along with an Israeli water polo team were all schtooping Alan’s first wife, and this I WOULD ALSO KNOW. “not wow”

Interesting that Zena’s father in September 1941, still age 40 would go to the trouble of changing both his first name and last name. “wow”

Below is Zena and Bernie on their wedding day, October 10th, 1948 when the war in Israel is still raging. “not wow”